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Abstract 

Comfort, W.W. and J. van Mill, Some topological groups with, and some without, proper dense 
subgroups, Topology and its Applications 41 (1991) 3-15. 

Continuing earlier investigations into the question cf the existence of a proper dense subgroup 
of a given topological group, the authors obtain some positive and some negative results, as follows: 

(a) Every non-degenerate connected Abelian group contains a proper dense subgroup. 
(b) Every infinite pseudocompact group contains a proper dense subgroup. 
(c) If G is a totally bounded Abelian group with wG = ICI= a! > w, and if in addition G is 

torsion-free (or more generally, if IG/tor Gl = r), then G has a proper dense subgroup. 
(d) For every strong limit cardinal a such that cf(a) = o there is a totally bounded Abelian 

torsion group G such that wG = IGi = a and G has no proper dense subgroup. 
Among the questions left unsettled is this: Can the conditions in (d) on a be relaxed or even 

omitted? 

.!Y.I;::Yz~ Totally bounded group, ploprr dense subgroup, torsion-free group, pseudocompact 
group, connected group. 

AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: 54AO5,201(45,22CO5. 

Notation and cowentions 

Each ordinal number (in particular, each cardinal number) is i entified with its set 
of ordinal predecessors. That is, for each ordinal number 5 we write 

t=b?: rl<o=bl: rl~5~* 

The smallest infinite cardinal is denoted w; the symbols a, /3, y, K denote in 
cardinals. 
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The cardinality of a set X is written 1x1. The weight and density of a space X 
are written WX and dX, respectively. 

The symbols Z, R and U denote the integers, the reals and the circle, respectively; 
in each case the usual algebraic operations and the usual topology are understood. 
In dealing with T we use multiplicative notation and we denote the identity by 1; 
for every other Abelian group we use additive notation and we denote the identity 
by 0. 

The torsion subgroup of an Abelian group G is written tG, and 4 : G + G/ tG is 
the canonical homomorphism. 

The topological groups we consider are all assumed to satisfy the Hausdorff 
separation axiom. As is well known (see for example [ 11,8.4], this condition 
guarantees that our groups are completely regular spaces, i.e., Tychonoff spaces. 

1. Background 

The naive question “Does every topological Abelian group have a proper dense 
subgroup?” is too general to be interesting. Here we indicate some facts which 
suggest reasonable constraints that lead to non-trivial specializations of that question. 

For reference to the Remarks cited in 1.1, 1.2,1.3, and 1.4, the reader may consult 
[ 1,3.1, 3.8 and 7.4, and 7.2, respectively]. 

Remark 1.1. Clearly, a discrete group (in particular, a finite group) has no proper 
dense subgroup. 

Remark 1.2. Every infinite compact group G with wG = (I! satisfies ]Gl = 2”. Since 
dX G WX for every space X, each such G has a proper dense subgroup. 

Remark 1.3. The equality 1 G] = 2” holds also for every non-discrete, locally compact, 
u-compact group G, so as in Remark 1.2 every such group has a proper dense 
subgroup. 

Remark 1.4. It is tempting to conjecture on the basis of Remark 1.3 that every 
non-discrete, locally compact group admits d proper dense subgroup, but 
Rajagopalan and Subrahmanian [12] have described in detail a number of (Abelian, 
divisible) counterexamples. 

Remark 1.5. A topological group G is said to be toMy bounded (by some authors: 
pre-compact) if, for every non-empty open subset U of G, G is covered by a finite 
number of translates of U. It is a theorem of Weil [13] that a topological group G 
is totally bounded if and only if G is a dense subgroup of a compact group. When 
these conditions hold the enveloping compact group is unique in the obvious sense. 
It is denoted G and is called the IVeil completion of G. 
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The groups of Rajagopalan and Subrahmanian [12] cannot be totally bounded: 
A locally compact, totally bounded topological group is compact, hence does have 
a proper dense subgroup by Remark 1.2. It is then natural to modify the naive 
question posed above as follows: Does every infinite totally bounded Abelian group 
have a proper dense subgroup? The answer to this question is a strong “No”. Indeed, 
given an arbitrary infinite Abelian group G, let G# denote the group G with the 
weakest topology making each element of Hom( G, 8) continuous. That is, G# has 
the topology relative to which the embedding function i : G --) lfHom(G*T) defined by 

(@?r, = h(p) is a homeomorphism. Clearly G# is totally bounded. Further, every 
subgroup H of G is closed in G#: Given x E G\H there is h, E Hom( G, T) such 
that h, = 1 on H and h,(x) # 1, so the relation 

H = n(ker(h,): x E G\H} 

expresses Zf as the intersection of closed subsets of G? 
Given Abelian groups GO and G,, from 

Hom(GOxG1,V)=Hom(GO,U)xHom(G,,T) 

one easily deduces (GO x G,)# = (6:) x (Gr). In contrast, given an infinite set 
{G, : i E I} of non-degenerate Abelian groups, and writing G = niE z Gig there is no 
choice of topology Ti for Gi relative to which the product topology on the product 
group G is the topology of G# (see [8,2.6]). In particular for such Gi, the relation 
G# = Hi,, (G#) is always false. 

Remark 1.6. The inclusion G# c lf*‘om(G*B) makes it clear that 

In fact, equality holds: w( G#) = 2 IG’ This follows from (a) Pontrjagin duality; (b) . 

the fact that every locally compact Abelian group and its dual have the same weight; 
and (c) the equality ]Hom( G, U)l = 2’“‘, valid for every infinite Abelian group G; 
see [ 11, l] for proofs and references to the literstur$ concerning these facts. 

Remark 1.5 above indicates that we may reasonably specialize our search for the 
existence of proper dense subgroups to the context of totally bounded groups, and 
Remark 1.5 together with the identity w( G#) = 2 lG’ shows the futility of considering 

the case wG = 21GI > 161. Accordingly the following question, to which this paper is 
principally devoted, emerges as the natural and ‘correct’ question in this area of 
inquiry. 

Question 1.7. Does every totally bounded Abelian group G such that 

have a proper dense subgro 
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2. Totally bounded torsion-free groups 

We show in this section that many torsion-free groups as in Question 1.7 contain 
not only a proper dense subgroup but in fact a large family of proper dense subgroups 
which is independent in the sense of the following definition. 

Notation 2.1. For G a group and X G G, we denote by (X) the smallest subgroup 
of G containing X. 

Definition 2.2. An indexed set { Zfi : i E I} of subgroups of a group G is independent 
if 

U(H,:jEZ,jiCi} ~(0) foreach LEO. 

We first dispose of the case Q! = w. 

Theorem 2.3. There are totally bounded, torsion-free Abelian groups (Gi, 9i) (i = 0,l) 
such that 

(a) IGil= (i=O,l); 
(b) w(Gi, Yi)=m (i=O, 1); 

(c) there is an independent set {H, : n < w} of proper dense subgroups of (G,, FO); 
and 

(d) (G, , 9,) has no proper dense subgroup. 

Proof. Let (rn : n < w} be a sequence of non-zero real numbers independent tiver 
the rationals, let H, = {eznikrm : kc Z}c B and set Go = (lJrrCw H,,)c T with the 
topology & inherited from 8. 

For n < o let h, be that element of Hom(B, 8) such that h,( 1) = e2ni’n and define 
9, on the group G, = Z by the require;ment that the map (B, &) + T” given by 

k+{h,(k): n<w}ClV” 

is a homeomorphism. 
Statements (a) and (b) are obvious. It is clear that the family (II, : n < o} is as 

required in (c). As for (d), we note that the proper subgroups of Z are exactly the 
kernels of the homomorphisms h,. Since each of them is &-closed, none of them 
is &-dense. 0 

We turn now to the case of totally bounded torsion-free Abelian groups of 
uncountable weight. In the following lemma we denote by 4 : G + G/tG the 
canonical homomorphism. 

Let G be a totally bounded Abelian group such that w -C a! = wG = iG/ tGl. 
Let U be a non-empty open subset of G, and let H be a subgroup of G such that 
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(a) I4Wll= a, and 
(b) there is x E U such that x E tG and (Ix}) n H = (0). 

Proof. (a) Let A be a subset of U such that (A n 4-‘(4( u))I = 1 for each u E U, and 
suppose that IAl = y < a. Since G is totally bounded there is finite F c G such that 
G=F+ U, and from 

G=(F+U)+tG=F+(V+tG)=F+(A+tG)=(F+A)+tG 

follows the contra&ction 

1G/tG)slF+AJso+yca. 

(b) With A chosen as in (a) we have IAl = Q! and (A n tG( s 1. We claim there is 
x E A\tG as required. If the claim fails, then for every x E A\ tG there are n E Z and 
h E H such that 

nx=h#O. 

From h # 0 follows n # 0, and from Q! > o it follows that the map 

A\ t%T -+ (Z\{O}) x (H\(O)) 

given by 

as in (*) is not one-to-one. Thus for some n E H\(O) and h E H\(O) there are distinct 
x, X’E A\tG such that 

nx=nx’=h. 

This gives n(x - x’) = 0, and hence x - x’ E tG. It follows that 

#(x) = 4(x’), 
the definition of _A. D 

Theorem 2.5. Let G be a totally bounded Abelian group such that o < (Y = WG == 

IG/tGI. Then G has a proper dense subgroup K such that IKI = (Y and K n tG = (0). 

Proof. Let { U6 : 5 < a} be a basis for G, fix p E G with p # 0, write Ho = ({p}), notice 
IHo1 < cy, and use Lemma 2.4 to find x0 E Uo\ tG such that ((x0}) n & = (0). 

If 0 i 5 c Q! and x, has been defined for all 7 < & set 

notice l&J c cy, and again use Lemma 2.4 to fin X6 E h/,\tG such that 
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With xi having been thus defined for all e < cy, set 

K =({x*: &a)). 

Since xs & H,, the map 5 + He from ar into K is one-to-one; thus 1 KI = a. From 
xz E @ K it follows that K is dense in G. 

To see that K n ZG = {0}, suppose that 

O# 5 n+eqiI~ rG 
i=O 

with each ni d\(O). Since x 5(o,e tG we have k > 0. Assuming without loss of 
generality that t(k) > E(i) for i < k we have 

k-l 
Wf( k) = - C ni+(i)E &(k)= 

i=o 
Then 

since 

but 

since 

nk 20 and xecli& tG. 

This csntradiction completes the proof that K n tG = (0). 

Essentially the same argument shows p e K (so that K is a proper subgroup of 
G). Indeed, suppose that 

P =i$ Q-kil 
0 

with each ni c Z. Since p # 0 we may assume without loss of generality that each 
ni # 0; the relation p ti ({x~(~& gives k > 0. Assuming as before that e(k) > e(i) for 
i < k gives 

which together with r~k f 0 and x4(k) e tG contradicts the relation 

((X#J) n H,,k, = W. 0 

aw 2.6. Let G be a torsion-free, totally bounded Abelian group such that 
o-Car= wG = 1 Gl. Then G has a proper dense subgroup. 

.7. We initiated the argument of the proof of Theorem 2.5 with an element 
JJ # 0 in order to be able to show that the group K is proper. In case G has torsion 
elements this initial step and all reference to the element p may be omitted, since 
the fact that K n KS = (0) will theri gclaran~re that K # 6. 
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The reasoning used in Theorem 2.5 yields the following stronger result. To avoid 
excessive repetition we indicate the necessary modifications briefly. 

h-rem 2.8. Let G be a totally bounded Abelian group such that w < Q! = wG = 
1 G/ tCl. Then there is an independent family (K, : 7 < a} of proper dense subgroups 
of G, with K,, n tG = (0) for each q c ay. 

roof. Let {U*: &< (u} be a basis for G indexed in such a way that each basic 
element appears a-many times, and set Ho = (0). If 6 < a! and xv has been defined 
for all 7 < 5, define 

and as in the Proof of Theorem 2.5 find x6 E U,\tG such that ({x4}) n If* = (0). 
Now write X = {x6 : [ < a} and for 6 < LY set 

A(@=(xEX: XE U’}. 

The repetitive condition on the listing { U, : 6 c a} assures us that (A( [)I = Q! for 
each J= < cy. Since { A( 5): 6 < a} is a listing of a-many (not necessarily distinct) sets, 
each of cardinality LY, there is by the “disjoint refinement lemma” (as given, for 
example, in [4, Section 7.51) for each 6 < Q! a set B( 5) such that 

B(S) s A(5), 

IB(S31 = a, and 

B([)nB(j)=@ for&l<cu. 

Write 

B(S)={Y~,,: 64 for&-, 

and for VJ < a! define 

K, =({Y&,: 5 4). 

It is tket-;: easy to see, much as in the Proof of Theorem 2.5, that the family {K, : 7 < cd 

is a s required. Cl 

Remark 2.9. Since each of the groups K, just constructed is essentially disjoiilt 
from the group ((U&C q’ # VJ}), each group K, is proper in G (even if tG = (0)). 
This explains why we did not need in the proof of Theorem 2.8 to begin the 
construction by fixing p E G and arranging that p e K,. 

otally bounded torsion groups 

As vuith the torsion-free case just considered, it is convenient to treat first the 
case Q! = w. 

ere is the analogue of 2.3 for torsion grou 
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Theorem 3.1. There are totally bounded Abelian torsion groups Go and G, such that 
(a) IGi)=w (i=O, 1); 
(b) W(Gi)=o (i=O, 1); 
(c) there is an independent set (H,, : n c w ) of proper dense subgroups of G, ; and 
(d) G, has no proper dense subgroup. 

Proof. Take for Go the torsion subgroup tT of T; the groups H, =H(p”) with 
{p, : n c O) an enumeration of the prime numbers in Z constitute a family as in (c). 

For G, one may take any one of the groups Z(p”); it is known [lo, pp. 15-161 
that each proper subgroup of G1 is finite. Cl 

Remark 3.2. For any infinite cardinal a it is easy to find a totally bounded torsion 
group G such that ar = wG = IGl and G has a proper dense subgroup D. For example, 
choose a dense subgroup D of {*l}* such that III]= Q! and then choose G so that 
DC G c (*l}” with both inclusions proper and with ICI= cy. (That wP) = wG = Q! 
in this setting follows from the relation fi = G = {*l}* and the fact, easily proved, 
that wH = wfi for every totally bounded topological group [6,1.5].) In the following 
result we show that for certain uncountable cardinals Q! there are totally bounded 
torsion groups G such that wG = Q! and G has no proper dense subgroup. 

For an infinite cardinal cy we write 2”” =C (2’? j3 < ar}. 

Theorem 3.3. Let cy be an uncountable cardinal such that cf (a) = o. There is Q totally 
bounded group Abelian torsion group G such that wG = a, ICI= 2’“, and G has no 
proper dense subgroup. 

Proof. Choose a sequence {a ,, : n c o} of infinite cardinals such that 

cy,<ar forncw and 

c %l = a. 
new 

Define k, c o by the rule 

ko=2, kn+l=(ko* k, ..*** kn)+l, 

let Z( kn) denote the cyclic group of order kn, and define 

A,= 
( ) 

@Btkn) *; 
Qn 

that is, An is the direct sum (= weak product) of an-many copies of Z( k,), with its 
largest totally bounded topological group topology (as described in Remark 1.5). 
Define 

G= @ A,. 
ti<W 
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Here G has the topology inherited from the full product nnco A, ; since the latter 
is totally bounded, so ic G. Clearly 

IG]= C IAnI= C a,=cy; 
nco nco 

from Remark 1.6 it follows that w(An) = 2Qn and hence 

wG= C 2% ~2~~. 
nco 

It remains to show that every (proper) subgroup H of G is closed. For n c o set 

G,== KI A,= @3 A,, 
msn msn 

note that the topology of G, is the topology of GE, and let ?r, : G+ G, be the 
natural projection. Given a subgroup H of G and x E R\ H, we claim first there is 
n such that vn(X) E mn[H]. Indeed, choose n 

suppose there is a E H such that v,,(a) = 7rJ X) 

all m > n +j; we define 

k = kn+, l kn+z . l l l 9 kn+j- 

so that x,,, = 0 for all rn > n, and 
There is j c o such that a, = 0 for . 

From a E H follows ka E H. For n + 1 s m s n +j, from a,,, E A, we have k,a, = 0 
and therefore kq,, =O. For lsrnsn and 16&j we have 

k n-+-i s 1 mod k, 

and therefore k = 1 mod k,, so from k,a, = 0 follows ka, = P l a, = a,,, = x,,,. The 
upshot is that 

ka =x, 

which together with ka E H and x E H is a contradiction completing the claim. 
Since the topology of Gn is the topology of Gr , it follows from Remark 1.5 that 

every subgroup of G, is closed in Gz. The continuity of q, then yields the 
contradiction 

It follows that H = l!f for every subgroup H of C, as required. Cl 

We note in passing that the group G = (G, 3) of Theorem 3.3 is an example of 
a totally bounded Abelian group which, although each cf its subgroups is closed, 
does not carry its finest totally bounded topological group topology (that is, (G, Y) Z 
G#). To verify that (G, 9) # G# it is enough to find a 5discontinuous homomorph- 
ism h : G + U (for, as indicated above in Remark 1.5, every homomorphism from 
G to U is continuous when G carries the topology of G#). To do this one may 
argue much as in [Sj: identify the group Z( k,) with the multi licative group of k,th 
roots of 1 in U, use the relation cy = En+,, an to write 
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and for x E G define 

(a finite product for each XE G); it is easy to see that h is not Y-continuous on G. 
Other examples of totally bounded Abelian groups G = (G, 9) for which (G, 9) # 

G# but every subgroup of G is %closed are easy to find. Perhaps the simplest arc 
the subgroups h(p”) of 8. In these, as indicated above in the proof of Theorem 
3.1, every proper subgroup is finite and hence closed. 

A cardinal a is said to be a strong limit cardinal if 2@ c a whenever /3 < a. Clearly 
the generalized continuum hypothesis (GCH) implies that every limit cardinal is a 
strong limit cardinal, but strong limit cardinals a can be shown (without invoking 
GCH) to exist in every model of ZFC. Indeed, given a cardinal & write PO= & 
B rrr! = 2@n for n CW, and a = supncw &. This construction gives a strong limit 
cardinal a with a > #!? and with cf(a) = o. A similar argument shows in ZFC that 

for any cardinal /3 and any regular cardinal K there is a strong limit cardinal a such 
that a>@ and cf(a)=K. 

Corollary 3.4. For every strong limit cardinal a such that cf( a) = w there is a totaZly 
bounded Abelian torsion group G such that wG = a, ICI= a, and G has no proper 
dense subgroup. 

Proof. The case a > o is given by Theorem 3.3. For a = w, as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 one may take for G one of the groups Z( p”). Alternatively in the case 
a = o one may use the proof of Theorem 3.3 with k, as given there and, say, with 

a” = n; the groups A, are now discrete, and the conditions 1 A, I= a, and w( A,,) = 2”n 
of Theorem 3.3 now become 1 A,,1 = w( A,) = (k,)” ; from this follows I GI = wG = w, 
as desired. 0 

Some questions arise naturally from Theorem 3.3. We collect these and some 
other questions in Section 5 below. 

4. Connected groups; pseudocompact groups 

We have considered the question of the existence of proper dense subgroups by 
considering separately two antipodal classes: the torsion groups, and the torsion-free 
groups. The same question can be reasonably approached through a different 
antipodal pair: the connected groups and the totally disconnected groups. The 
torsion groups considered in Section 3 are easily seen to be totally disconnected; 
indeed it is known [9] that all groups of the form G#, and hence every product of 
such groups as in Theorem 3.3, are zero-dimensional. Thus there are some totally 
bounded, zero-dimensional Abelian groups sslhich admit a proper dense subgroup, 
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and others which do not. It is surprising that one can show easily, in contrast, that 
every connected Abelian group does have a proper dense subgroup. 

We emphasize that in the following theorem the condition that G be totally 
bounded, and restrictions on the size of wG and ICI, have been abandoned. 

Theorem 4.1. Let G be an infinite connected topological Abelian group. 7%en G has 
a proper dense subgroup. 

Proof. It is well known and easy to prove from standard structure theorems (see 
for example [ 11, p. 227)) that there is a subgroup H of G such that IG/H( = o. We 
claim that H is dense in G. Indeed otherwise, since the canonical homomorphism 
$ : G + G/H is continuous, the quotient group G/H is a connected (HausdorfI, 
Tychonoff) space such that 1~ IG/r;ils o; this contradiction completes the 
proof. 0 

A topological space is said to be pseudocompact if each continuous real-valued 
function on it is bounded. It is easy to see that a pseudocompact topological group 
is totally bounded, and it is known [7] that a totally bounded topological group G 
is pseudocomIact if and only if G is G,-dense in its Weil completion G. Every 
zero-dimensional pseudocompact Abelian group of uncountable weight admits a 
proper dense subgroup [6, (7.3)], and recently we [2] have listed several conditions 
sufficient to ensure that a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group have a proper 
dense pseudocompact subgroup. While we have been unable to determine whether 
every pseudocompact group of uncountable weight admits a proper, dense, 
pseudocompact subgroup (see Section 5 below), the follcwing weaker statement is 
easily established. 

Theorem 4.2. Let G be an injinite pseudocompact topological group. Then G has a 
proper dense subgroup. 

Prooi’. Let N be a closed, normal, Gg-subgroup of the Weil completion G of G 
such that N has infinite i~dcx : 9 6 (cf. [ 11, (8.7)] and let 4 be the canonical 
homomorphism from G onto G/N. Since G/ !V is metrizable (lot. cit.) it contains 
a (proper) countable dense subgroup D; we set H = G n #-I( 0). The containment 
H s G is proper since c$[H] is countable while d[ G], like every infinite pseudo- 
compact group, has cardinality at least c [6,2]. To see that ti is dense in G let U 
be a nonempty open subset of G, choose V open in e such that Vn G = U, and 
choose p E 4[ V] n D. (Such p exists since 4 : G + c/M is an open function.) Since 
Vn +-I({ p}) is a nonempty Gs-subset of G we have 

f!W Gn Vn+-‘({p})E Un H, 

as required. U 
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Remark 4.3. In a preliminary version of this manuscript circulated privately to 
friends in 1988, and in our abstract [3], we had left unsolved the question settled 
by the present Theorem 4.2; the result itself was announced at the annual meeting 
of the American Mathematical Society in Louisville, Kentucky in January, 1990. 
Shortly thereafter we received a letter from Dimitrii B. Shakhmatov containing a 
proof of Theorem 4.2 due to E. A. Reznichenko. It should be acknowledged that 
Professor Reznichenko proved this result independently of us, and approximately 
simultaneously. 

5. Some unsolved questions 

The theorems of the preceding sections leave the following questions unsettled. 

question 5.1. Does every connected pseudocompact Abelian group of uncountable 
weight have a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup? 

Question 5.2. Does every pseudocompact Abelian group of uncountable weight 
have a proper dense pseudocompact subgroup? 

The theorems of [6,2] describe several classes of pseudocompact groups which 
contain proper dense pseudocompact subgroups. Perhaps the simplest or most 
accessible context not covered in [6,2] is the case of a connected pseudocompact 
group G such that ICI= c and wG = c+. Specifically, one may ask: 

Question 5.3. 1s there a dense (necessarily connected) pseudocompact subgroup G 
of lVc+) such that 1GI = c and G has no proper dense pseudocompact subgroup? 

In Section 3 we showed that for suitably restricted cardinals a! there are totally 
bounded Abelian torsion groups G such that wG = ICI= ar and G has no proper 
dense subgroup. Are our restrictions on a, necessary? Specifically, we ask: 

Question 5.4. Let oy be an infinite cardinal number. Are there totally bounded 
Abelian torsion groups Go and G, such that Gi has no proper dense subgroup and 

(a) w( Go) = lG0l = ar? 
(b) w(G,) = lG,l = 2’“? 

What if (Y is assumed to be a (strong) limit cardinal? 
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